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Abstract
Let L(kn)(p) denote the subgroup lattice of the abelian p-group
(Z=pkZ)× · · · × (Z=pkZ) (n times):
In a previous paper (Ann. of Combin. 2 (1998) 85), we proved that L(kn)(p) has the Sperner
property. In this paper, we prove that for any positive integers n and k, there is a positive
integer N (n; k) such that L(kn)(p) has the normalized matching property when p¿N (n; k). As
a consequence, L(kn)(p) has the strong Sperner property, LYM property and it is a symmetric
chain order when p is su6ciently large.
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1. Introduction
In 1928 Sperner [21] showed that if F is a collection of subsets of {1; 2; : : : ; n}
such that no set in F contains others, then
|F|6
(
n
n=2
)
:
Since then there appeared many re>nements and generalizations of Sperner’s theorem.
In 1967, Rota posed a famous research problem in [18]: Prove or disprove the analogue,
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for the lattice of partitions of an n-element set, of Sperner’s Theorem. Although the
problem was shown to be negative for su6ciently large n by Can>eld [6] in 1978, it
drew attention to posets, see e.g. [9,10,12,13,16,19,22], etc.
A >nite poset P is graded if every maximal chain of P has the same length, denoted
by r(P) which is called the rank of P. Thus, for each x∈P every maximal chain with
x as the top element has the same length, denoted by r(x). Here the length of a chain
with k elements is k − 1. Let Pi denote the ith rank of P which consists of all x∈P
with r(x)= i; i=0; 1; : : : ; r(P). A graded poset P with rank n is rank symmetric if
|Pi|= |Pn−i| for 06i6n=2. It is rank unimodal if |P0|6|P1|6 · · ·6|Pk |¿|Pk+1|¿ · · ·
¿|Pn| for some 06k6n.
An antichain is a subset A⊆P of which no two elements are comparable in P. A
k-family is a subset of P that contains no chains of length k. Thus a 1-family is just
an antichain. Clearly, each rank Pi of P is an antichain, and each union of k ranks of
P is a k-family.
We say a graded poset P is k-Sperner, or has the k-Sperner property, if a union of k
ranks of P is a maximal-sized k-family in P. 1-Sperner is just called Sperner. We say
P is strong Sperner, or has the strong Sperner property if it is k-Sperner for all k. A
symmetric chain order is a graded poset that can be partitioned into chains, the ranks
of each of whose elements are consecutive and symmetric about the middle rank.
For A⊆Pi, de>ne ∇(A)={b∈Pi+1: b¿a for some a∈A}. We say P has the nor-
malized matching property (NM), or is a normal poset if
|∇(A)|
|A| ¿
|Pi+1|
|Pi| for all A⊆Pi; i=0; 1; : : : ; r(P)− 1: (1)
We say P has the LYM property, or is a LYM poset if for every antichain A in P,
the following LYM inequality holds:
r(P)∑
i=0
|A ∩ Pi|
|Pi| 61:
It is well known that a symmetric chain order is strong Sperner [12], and the strong
Sperner property is also derived from the LYM property; the NM property is equivalent
to the LYM property [14]; and a normal or a LYM poset is a symmetric chain order
if it is rank unimodal and rank symmetric [11]. For more details on these relations,
we refer to [7,13].
Many posets have all or some of the properties, for example, the boolean lattice Bn
of subsets of an n-set and the linear lattice Ln(q) of subspaces of an n-dimensional
vector space over GF(q) have all the properties, the lattice L(n; m) of order ideals of
a product of an n-chain and an m-chain is strong Sperner, but it is still open whether
or not it is a symmetric chain order as asked by Stanley [22] (see also [2,7]).
In this paper, we investigate the normalized matching property of the lattice L(k n)(p)
of subgroups of the abelian p-group
(Z=pkZ)× · · · × (Z=pkZ) (n times):
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It is well known that L(k n)(p) is rank unimodal and rank symmetric. Therefore, that it
has the normalized matching property would imply that it has all other properties.
There are at least two reasons to consider this lattice important in combinatorics:
it is a generalization of Ln(q), and a p-analog of the lattice of submultisets of the
multiset {1k ; 2k ; : : : ; nk}, where ik denotes a sequence of k i’s (cf. [5,20]). So L(k n)(p)
should share the same Sperner properties as those lattices, it has been conjectured for
a long time that this lattice is Sperner, strong Sperner, even a symmetric chain order
(cf. [4,7, p. 251, 24]). However, all these properties were established only for k=1.
In [24] Stanley proved that L(2n)(p) is Sperner (see also [7, pp. 251–253]), and in
[25], we con>rmed the Sperner property for all n and k. Our argument was based on
a theorem, due to Kleitman et al. [15] (see also [1, p. 400], [7, p. 160, 8]).
KEL Theorem. Let P be a 1nite poset and  a permutation group acting on P which
preserves the order relation on P. Then P contains a maximal sized antichain which
is invariant under the action of , in other words, which is a union of -orbits.
The generalization of the KEL Theorem to k-families was presented in [10] (see
also [7, p. 160]). By this result we proved in [26] that L(k n)(p) has the strong Sperner
property when p is su6ciently large.
To apply this approach for studying the NM property of a poset, we >rst present a
NM version of the KEL Theorem as follows.
Theorem 1. Let P and  be the same as in the KEL Theorem. Then for every i,
there is a subset Ai of Pi which is invariant under the action of  and
|∇(Ai)|
|Ai| = min
{ |∇(B)|
|B| : B⊆Pi
}
: (2)
This theorem implies that P has the NM property if (1) holds for all A’s that are
invariant under the action of . By Theorem 1, we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 2. Let n and k be positive integers and p a prime number. Then there is
a positive integer N (n; k) such that L(k n)(p) has the normalized matching property
when p¿N (n; k).
As a consequence of Theorem 2, we have
Corollary 3. L(k n)(p) has the strong Sperner property, LYM property and is a sym-
metric chain order when p is su6ciently large.
We conjecture that the theorem holds for any small prime p. But it is too complicated
to show in the same way.
We shall, in Section 2, prove a more general theorem than Theorem 1 and illustrate
our approach; in Section 3, we establish some lemmas which are needed for the proof
of Theorem 2, while the proof will be completed in Section 4.
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2. Weighted posets and quotient posets
As stated in [7], some extremal problems can be considered in a weighted poset
(P; w), which is a poset P together with a function (called a weight function) w from
P into the set of non-negative real numbers. The weight w(A) of a subset A of P is
de>ned by w(A)=
∑
a∈A w(a). Every poset P can be considered as a weighted poset
(P; w), where w ≡ 1, that is, w(x)=1 for all x∈P.
All the properties introduced in the last section can be de>ned for a weighted poset.
For example, a weighted poset (P; w) has the NM property if
w(∇(A))
w(A)
¿
w(Pi+1)
w(Pi)
for all A⊆Pi; i=0; 1; : : : ; r(P)− 1: (3)
Now, let  be a permutation group on P which preserves the order relation and the
weight on P, that is, for every ∈, x6y in P implies (x)6(y), and w((x))=
w(x). Then we have the quotient poset (P=; w), where P= consists of the -
orbits ordered as follows: x6y in P= if x′6y′ for some x′∈x and y′∈y,
and the weight function w is given by w(x)= |x|w(x). The weighted KEL The-
orem (see [7, p. 160, Theorem 4.5.5]) says that (P; w) has the k-Sperner property
if and only if (P=; w) does. The following theorem is a little more general than
Theorem 1.
Theorem 4. (P; w) has the NM property if and only if (P=; w) does.
Proof. Let A be a subset of Pi; 06i6r(P). Set A={(a): a∈A and ∈}. From
de>nition we see that w(A)=w(A)¿w(A), and the equality holds if and only if A
is -invariant, in other words, A is a union of -orbits. We thus have
min
{
w(∇(A))
w(A)
: A⊆Pi
}
6min
{
w(∇(B))
w(B)
: B⊆Pi
}
= min
{
w(∇(B))
w(B)
: B⊆Pi
}
:
Therefore, the NM property of (P; w) implies the NM property of (P=; w).
Conversely, suppose (P=; w) has the NM property, that is, for every B⊆Pi,
w(∇(B))
w(B)
¿
w(∇(Pi))
w(Pi)
=
w(∇(Pi))
w(Pi)
:
Clearly, in order to con>rm the NM property of (P; w), it su6ces to show that there
is a -invariant subset Ai of Pi satisfying
w(∇(Ai))
w(Ai)
= min
{
w(∇(B))
w(B)
: B⊆Pi
}
: (4)
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Suppose A is a minimal subset of Pi such that (4) holds. If A =A, then there is a
∈ such that B=(A) =A. In this case, if B∩A = ∅, then
w(∇(A))
w(A)
6
w(∇(A ∪ B))
w(A ∪ B) =
w(∇(A) ∪∇(B))
w(A ∪ B)
=
2w(∇(A))− w(∇(A) ∩∇(B))
2w(A)− w(A ∩ B) 6
2w(∇(A))− w(∇(A ∩ B))
2w(A)− w(A ∩ B) ;
which implies
w(∇(A))
w(A)
¿
w(∇(A ∩ B))
w(A ∩ B) ;
a contradiction. This shows that (A)=A or (A)∩A=∅ for all ∈. If the former,
then A is -invariant, and the proof is >nished. If the latter, letting A={A=1(A); 2
(A); : : : ; r(A)}, then w(A)=rw(A). In this case we see that w(∇(A))6rw(∇(A)),
and
w(∇(A))
w(A)
6
w(∇(A))
w(A)
:
Thus, we can take A as Ai.
Remark 5. Konrad Engel told the author a more general result than Theorem 4: If there
is a Mow morphism  from (P; w) onto (Q; v) then (P; w) has the normalized matching
property if and only if (Q; v) does. The proof follows by using regular coverings (see
[7, p. 150, Theorem 4.5.1]).
For our purpose, let P=L(k n)(p), =GLn(Z=pkZ), the general linear group over
Z=pkZ of dimension n, and L(n; k) the set of all partitions =(1; 2; : : : ; n) with
061626 · · ·6n6k, where i is called the ith part of .
It is well known that for any x∈P there is a unique ∈L(n; k) such that x is the
set of all subgroups of type  in P. Therefore, the quotient poset P= is isomorphic
to L(n; k). As the quotient poset, L(n; k) may be ordered as follows:
6 in L(n; k) if and only if i6i holds for each i=1; 2; : : : ; n:
With respect to this order, L=L(n; k) is a graded lattice. By Lu we denote the uth rank
of L, i.e., Lu consists of all ∈L such that
∑n
i=1 i=u (06u6nk).
Thus, the NM property of the lattice L(k n)(p) is obtained by that of the weighted lat-
tice (L(n; k); w), where w() is the number of subgroups of type ∈L(n; k) in L(k n)(p).
For convenience, let f(p) denote the weight w() of ∈L(n; k) and let |A|p denote
the weight of a subset A of L(n; k), that is,
|A|p=
∑
∈A
f(p):
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By Theorem 1, L(k n)(p) has the NM property if and only if
|∇(A)|p
|A|p ¿
|Lu+1|p
|Lu|p for all u=0; 1; : : : ; nk − 1 and for each A⊆Lu:
For ∈L(n; k), denote m()=(m0; m1; : : : ; mk), where mi=mi()= |{j: j= i}|. By
de>nition we have the following relations immediately:
n=m0 + m1 + · · ·+ mk;
′i=mi + · · ·+ mk; 16i6k; (5)
where ′i= |{j: j¿i}|, or combinatorially, ′ is the conjugate partition of .
It is well known that (see, e.g. [3] or [4])
f(p)=
∏
i¿1
p
′
i+1(n−′i )
[
n− ′i+1
′i − ′i+1
]
p
; (6)
where[
n
a
]
p
=
[
n
a; n− a
]
p
is the p-binomial coe6cient. Generally, if (a1; a2; : : : ; ak) is a sequence of non-negative
integers summing to n, we may de>ne the p-multinomial coe6cient[
n
a1; a2; : : : ; ak
]
p
=
〈n〉!
〈a1〉!〈a2〉! · · · 〈ak〉! ;
where 〈i〉!=〈1〉〈2〉 · · · 〈i〉 and 〈j〉=1 + p + · · ·+ pj−1. It is straightforward to verify
[23, p. 26] that[
n
a1; a2; : : : ; ak
]
p
=
[
n
a1
]
p
[
n− a1
a2
]
p
[
n− a1 − a2
a3
]
p
· · ·
[
ak
ak
]
p
;
from which we may rewrite the expression of f(p) by (6) in a form involving the
p-multinomial coe6cients, as stated in Lemma 2.1 in [25]:
f(p)=
[
n
m0; m1; : : : ; mk
]
p
pF(m);
where
F(m)=
∑
06i¡j6k
(j − i − 1)mimj:
Note that f(p) is a polynomial in p, and so is |A|p for each A⊆L. By degf(p)
we denote the degree of the polynomial f(p), and de>ne degf(p)=g(p)=degf(p)−
deg g(p). In order to compare the absolute values of polynomials f(p) and g(p), we
consider their degrees degf(p) and deg g(p). If degf(p)¿deg g(p), then |f(p)|¿|g
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(p)| when p is su6ciently large. With this condition on p in Theorem 2, we shall fol-
low such an argument: if the fraction f(p)=g(p) is positive and degf(p)=g(p)¿deg h
(p)=l(p), then f(p)=g(p)¿h(p)=l(p).
3. Lemmas
For any real number x, we denote by x and x the greatest integer not greater
than x and the least integer not less than x, respectively.
For any ∈L(n; k), i always denotes the ith part of , that is, =(1; 2; : : : ; n),
where 061626 · · ·6n6k. Generally, for any n-tuple of non-negative integers,
say X =(x1; x2; : : : ; xn), where 06xi6k, we let X6 denote the corresponding partition
that belongs to L(n; k).
For the order 6 on L(n; k), we de>ne an order-raising operator t (16t6n) which
maps some elements of Lu into Lu+1 as follows:
Let =(1; : : : ; n)∈Lu with t= i¡k and m()=(m0; m1; : : : ; mk). Then
t()=(1; : : : ; t + 1; : : : ; n)6
or
m(t())=(: : : ; mi − 1; mi+1 + 1; : : :): (7)
Now, we introduce another partial order “4” on L which is called natural ordering in
[17, p. 7]:
4( iR 1 + · · ·+ i¿(1 + · · ·+ (i; i=1; 2; : : : ; n: (8)
It is well known that for any ; (∈Lu; 4 ( if and only if ( is obtained from  by a
series of the transformations of the form
s; t()=(: : : ; s − 1; : : : ; t + 1; : : :)6;
where 16s¡t6n. Let s= i and t=j. Then
m(s; t())
=
{
(: : : ; mi−1 + 1; mi − 1; : : : ; mj − 1; mj+1 + 1; : : :) if i¡j;
(: : : ; mi−1 + 1; mi − 2; mi+1 + 1; : : :) if i=j:
(9)
Lemma 6. Let =(1; 2; : : : ; n)∈Lu with m()=(m0; m1; : : : ; mk).
(i) For any index t with 16t6n and t= i¡k we have
ft()(p)
f(p)
=
〈mi〉
〈mi+1 + 1〉 p
∑
l¡i ml−
∑
h¿i+1 mh : (10)
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(ii) For any indices s and t with s¡t; s= i and t=j, we have
fs; t()(p)
f(p)
=


〈mi〉〈mj〉
〈mi−1 + 1〉〈mj+1 + 1〉p
mi−1+mi+2(mi+1+···+mj−1)+mj+mj+1 if i¡j;
〈mi〉〈mi − 1〉
〈mi−1 + 1〉〈mi+1 + 1〉p
1+mi−1+mi+1 if i=j:
(11)
Proof. Write
m(t())=m′=(m′0; m
′
1; : : : ; m
′
k)
and
m(s; t())=m′′=(m′′0 ; m
′′
1 ; : : : ; m
′′
k ):
Then m′ and m′′ can be expressed in m, as indicated in (7) and (9). From this we
have
ft()(p)
f(p)
=
〈m0〉!〈m1〉! · · · 〈mk〉!
〈m′0〉!〈m′1〉! · · · 〈m′k〉!
pF(m
′)−F(m)=
〈mi〉
〈mi+1 + 1〉 p
F(m′)−F(m)
and
fs; t()(p)
f(p)
=
〈m0〉!〈m1〉! · · · 〈mk〉!
〈m′′0 〉!〈m′′1 〉! · · · 〈m′′k 〉!
pF(m
′′)−F(m)
=


〈mi〉〈mj〉
〈mi−1 + 1〉〈mj+1 + 1〉 p
F(m′′)−F(m) if i¡j;
〈mi〉〈mi − 1〉
〈mi−1 + 1〉〈mi+1 + 1〉p
F(m′′)−F(m) if i=j:
Let F(X )=
∑
06l¡h6k (h− l− 1)xlxh be a polynomial in X =(x0; x1; : : : ; xk). Then for
any *=(*0; *1; : : : ; *k) we have F(X+*)−F(X )=F(*)+
∑
06l¡h6k (h−l−1)(*lxh+xl*h).
(a) Put *i=−1; *i+1=1 and *l=0 if l = i; i+1. Then m′=m+ *. In this case, it is
easy to verify that F(*)=0 and
F(m′)− F(m) =
∑
l¡i
(i − l− 1)ml*i +
∑
l¡i+1
(i − l)ml*i+1
+
∑
i¡h
(h− i − 1)*imh +
∑
i+1¡h
(h− i − 2)*i+1mh
=
∑
l¡i
ml −
∑
h¿i+1
mh;
which yields (10).
(b) Put *i−1=1; *i=−1, *j=−1, *j+1=1 and *l=0 if l = i − 1; i; j; j + 1. Then
m′′=m+ *. In this case, we have that F(*)=(j− i)*i−1*j +(j− i− 1)*i*j +(j− i+1)
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*i−1*j+1 + (j − i)*i*j+1=−(j − i) + (j − i − 1) + (j − i + 1)− (j − i)=0 and
F(m′′)− F(m) =
∑
l¡i−1
(i − l− 2)ml +
∑
h¿i−1
(h− i)mh −
∑
l¡i
(i − l− 1)ml
−
∑
h¿i
(h− i − 1)mh −
∑
l¡j
(j − l− 1)ml −
∑
h¿j
(h− j − 1)mh
+
∑
l¡j+1
(j − l)ml +
∑
h¿j+1
(h− j − 2)mh= −
∑
l¡i−1
ml
+
∑
h¿i
mh +
∑
l¡j
ml −
∑
h¿j+1
mh
=
∑
i−16l6j−1
ml +
∑
i+16h6j+1
mh
=mi−1 + mi + 2(mi+1 + · · ·+ mj−1) + mj + mj+1;
which yields the >rst equality in (11).
(c) Put *i−1=1; *i= − 2, *i+1=1 and *l=0 if l = i − 1; i; i + 1. Then m′′=m + *.
In this case, it is clear that F(*)=*i−1*i+1=1 and
F(m′′)− F(m) = 1 +
∑
l¡i−1
(i − l− 2)ml +
∑
h¿i−1
(h− i)mh − 2
∑
l¡i
(i − l− 1)ml
− 2
∑
h¿i
(h− i − 1)mh +
∑
l¡i+1
(i − l)ml
+
∑
h¿i+1
(h− i − 2)mh=1 + mi−1 + mi+1;
which yields the second equality in (11).
From (10) we see that
deg
ft()(p)
f(p)
=n− 1− 2(mi+1() + · · ·+ mk()); where i=t : (12)
In particular, we de>ne ()=t0 (), where t0=n− mk(), the greatest index t such
that t¡k. Then, by (12), we have
deg
f()(p)
f(p)
=n− 1− 2mk(): (13)
From (11) we see that
deg
fs; t()(p)
f(p)
=
{
2(mi() + · · ·+ mj())− 2 if s= i¡t=j;
2(mi()− 1) if s=t= i (14)
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by which it is easy to verify that
degf(p)¿degf(p) + 2 (15)
holds if  and  belong to the same rank of L and ≺ .
Lemma 7. Let =(1; 2; : : : ; n)∈Lu with u¿0. Then
|−1t ())|=


0 if t−1=t and t + 1 = l for any l∈[n];
1 if t−1¡t and t + 1 = l for any l∈[n]
or t−1=t and t + 1=l for some l∈[n];
2 if t−1¡t and t + 1=l for some l∈[n];
where [n]={1; 2; : : : ; n}. In addition, if ; (∈−1t () with  4 (, then (4  and t; t+1(()
= . In this case, (t=(t+1=t + 1 and t + 2=l for some l∈[n].
Proof. Set t= i. We >rst consider the case mi+1()=0. If ∈−1t (), then t6t ,
and there is an l¿t with t + 1=l. If t=t , then t + 1=l= i+ 1 for some l¿t.
This contradicts our assumption mi+1()=0. Therefore, t¡t . Since ||+1= ||, we
have that t=t − 1; l=l for l = t, and t−1=t−1¡t + 1=t . Thus we see that
−1t ()=∅ if t−1=t and −1t () is a singleton if t−1¡t .
Next, we suppose that mi+1() =0, more precisely, t= · · · =t+r= i, and t+r+1= i
+ 1. Taking
(=(1; : : : ; t ; : : : ; t+r ; t+r+1 − 1; : : : ; n);
we have that t(()=. In this case, we have that (t=(t+1=t . Clearly, if t−1=t ,
then ( is the only element of −1t (). If t−1¡t , we may have another element of
−1t () as follows
=(1; : : : ; t−1; t − 1; t+1; : : : ; t+r+1; : : : ; n):
It is easy to check that ( and  are the only elements of −1t () and they satisfy that
(t=(t+1=t + 1 and t + 2=t+r+1.
Now, we >x n=r + s+ 1 and u=sk + c, where 06c¡k, and r and s are positive
integers. For convenience, we write r+1= .
Let A be a subset of Lu. We say an element  of A is maximum (maximal) in (A;4)
if 4  for every ∈A (there is no (∈A with ≺ ().
For ∈Lu+1, de>ne d(p)=f(p)ps−r − | −1()|p, and for a subset M of Lu+1,
de>ne dM (p)=
∑
∈M d(p).
Let L−u+1, L
0
u+1 and L
+
u+1 denote the sets of ∈Lu+1 such that d(p)¡0, d(p)=0
and d(p)¿0, respectively, and let L−u , L
0
u and L
+
u denote the sets of ∈Lu such
that  ()∈L−u+1,  ()∈L0u+1 and  ()∈L+u+1, respectively. Set L±u+1=L+u+1 ∪L−u+1 and
L±u =L
+
u ∪ L−u . Then |L0u+1|pps−r= |L0u|p and dL±u+1(p)= |L
±
u+1|pps−r − |L±u |p.
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Lemma 8. Let =(1; : : : ; n)∈Lu with r+1= i and m()=(m0; m1; : : : ; mk) such that
 is maximum in  −1(), where = (). Then
(i) ∈L−u if and only if r¡r+1¡r+26r+1+2, or r=r+1¡r+2 and mi¡mi+1+
1, or r=r+1¡r+2; mi=mi+1 + 1 and mi+2¿0;
(ii) ∈L0u if and only if r¡r+1¡r+2 − 2, or r=r+1¡r+2; mi=mi+1 + 1 and
mi+2=0;
(iii) ∈L+u if and only if r=r+1=r+2, or r=r+1¡r+2 and mi¿mi+1 + 1.
Proof. From Lemma 7 it follows that if r+1¡r+2 and mi+2¿0 then there is another
element (∈ −1(), where ( is given by m(()=(m0; : : : ; mi−1; mi+1+2; mi+2−1; : : : ; mk).
By (11) we have
f(p)
f((p)
=
〈mi+1 + 2〉〈mi+1 + 1〉
〈mi〉〈mi+2〉 p
mi+mi+2−1;
so
degf(p)=degf((p) + 2(mi+1 + 1): (16)
Firstly, we consider the case of r¡r+1= i. In this case,
∑
l¡i ml=r and
∑
h¿i+1 mh=
s+ 1− mi − mi+1. Then
f(p)ps−r
f(p)
=
〈mi〉
〈mi+1 + 1〉p
mi+mi+1−1
{
= p
mi+1
〈mi+1+1〉 if mi=1;
¿ p if mi¿1:
(17)
If mi¿1, then 4 r+1; r+2()∈ −1(), which contradicts our assumption on . There-
fore, mi=1, and by (17), f(p)ps−r=f(p) if mi+1=0. Thus, if mi+1=mi+2=0, then
 −1()={} is single, and d(p)=f(p)ps−r −f(p)=0, yielding ∈L0u. If mi+1=0
but mi+2¿0, then  −1()={; (} is double, and d(p)=f(p)ps−r−f(p)−f((p)=−
f((p), yielding ∈L−u . By (16), we have
deg d(p)=degf(p)− 2: (18)
If mi+1¿0, then
f(p)ps−r − f(p)=
(
pmi+1
〈mi+1 + 1〉 − 1
)
f(p)=− 〈mi+1〉〈mi+1 + 1〉 f(p);
yielding ∈L−u and
deg d(p)=degf(p)− 1; (19)
regardless of whether  −1() is single or double.
Next, we consider the case of r=r+1= i (so mi¿1). Suppose r=r+1= · · · =r+t
= i¡r+t+1. Then
∑
l¡i ml=r + t − mi and
∑
h¿i+1 mh=s+ 1− t − mi+1. Thus,
f(p)ps−r
f(p)
=
〈mi〉
〈mi+1 + 1〉 p
2t−1+mi+1−mi
{
= 〈mi〉〈mi+1+1〉 p
1+mi+1−mi if t=1;
¿ p if t¿1:
(20)
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From Lemma 7 it follows that  −1() is single if t¿1. Therefore, ∈L+u if t¿1.
Now, suppose t=1, i.e., r+1¡r+2. Then  −1() is single if and only if mi+2=0. In
this case, we have: (a) If mi+1=0, then
f(p)ps−r − f(p)=
( 〈mi〉
pmi−1
− 1
)
f(p)=
〈mi − 1〉
pmi−1
f(p)¿0;
so ∈L+u and
deg d(p)=degf(p)− 1; (21)
regardless of whether  −1() is single or double. (b) If mi+1¿0 and mi=mi+1 + 1,
then f(p)ps−r=f(p), so ∈L0u if mi+2=0, and ∈L−u if mi+2¿0. (c) If mi+1¿0
and mi =mi+1 + 1, then
f(p)ps−r − f(p) =
( 〈mi〉pmi+1+1
〈mi+1 + 1〉pmi − 1
)
f(p)
=


〈mi − mi+1 − 1〉
〈mi+1 + 1〉 p
mi+1+1−mif(p) if mi¿mi+1 + 1;
−〈mi+1 + 1− mi〉〈mi+1 + 1〉 f(p) if mi¡mi+1 + 1;
which implies that deg (f(p)ps−r−f(p))¿degf(p)−mi+1−1¿degf(p)−2(mi+1+
1). It follows from (16) that even if there is another element ( in  −1(), we still
have ∈L+u if mi¿mi+1 +1, and ∈L−u if mi¡mi+1 +1. Thus we obtain (i)–(iii).
For A⊆Lu and ∈Lu, de>ne A[]={(∈A: (4 }, and write
(i)=(1; : : : ; r ; r+1 + i; r+2 − i; : : : ; n); i=0; 1; : : : ; t1()
and
[ j]=(1; : : : ; r + j; r+1 − j; r+2; : : : ; n); j=0; 1; : : : ; t2();
where t1()= r+2−r+12  and t2()= r+1−r2 . For convenience, we write (t1)=(∗)
and [t2]=[∗]. By (14) we have
degf(i) (p)= degf(i+1) (p) + 2; i=0; 1; : : : ; t1()− 1;
which implies
degf(p)=degf(∗) (p) + 2t1(): (22)
Similarly,
degf(p)=degf[∗] (p) + 2t2(): (23)
Write = (); (∗)= ((∗)) and [∗]=r([∗]). Clearly, if mk()=s, then ∇(Lu[])
⊆Lu+1[]. Set L±u+1[]=L±u+1 ∩Lu+1[].
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Lemma 9. Let =(1; : : : ; n)∈Lu with m()=(m0; m1; : : : ; mk) and mk=s. Then (∗)
and [∗] are maximum in (L−u+1[];4) and (L
+
u+1[];4), respectively, and
deg dL−u+1[](p)=deg d(∗) (p)=degf(p)− (r+2 − r+1) (24)
and
deg dL+u+1[](p)=deg d[∗] (p)=degf(p)− (r+1 − r)− 1: (25)
Proof. Let 1 be a maximal element of (L−u+1[];4) and let 2 be the maximum element
of ( −1(1);4). Then it is easy to see that 2 is maximal in (L−u [];4). If 2r=2r+1= i,
then, by (i) in Lemma 8, 2r+2= i+1 and mi(2)6mi+1(2)+1. In this case, from k¿1
and c¡k it follows 2r+2¡k=r+2. Therefore, 21+ · · ·+2r+1¿1+ : : :+r+1. From (8)
it is easy to verify that 3=r; r+2(2)4  and, by (i) in Lemma 8 again, 3∈L−u , hence
3∈L−u [], a contradiction, which yields 2r¡2r+1, and so 2r+1¡2r+26i + 2. We >rst
consider the case of 2r+2= i+1. Under this condition, if 21+· · ·+2r¿1+· · ·+r , then
2r+2¡k, and we still have 3∈L−u [], a contradiction again. The contradiction shows
21 + · · · + 2r=1 + · · · + r , from which and that 2 is maximal in L−u [] it follows
(21; : : : ; 2r)=(1; : : : ; r). In this case, if n¿r+2 but 2r+3¡k, then r+1; r+3(2)∈L−u [].
The contradiction shows that 2r+3=k (if n¿r+2) and 2r+1+2r+2=r+1+r+2=2i+1.
So r+2−r+1=2t1()+1, 2r+1=r+1+ t1() and 2r+2=r+2− t1()=r+1+ t1()+1,
that is, 2=(∗) and 1=(∗). Thus we have that (∗) is maximum in L−u+1[]. By (19)
and (22) we have
deg d(∗) (p) = degf(∗) (p)− 1=degf(p)− 2t1()− 1
= degf(p)− (r+2 − r+1):
Now, we consider the case of 2r+2= i+2. Under this condition, we have r; r+1(2)∈L−u
[] if (21+ · · ·+2r)¿(1+ · · ·+r), and r+2; r+3(2)∈L−u [] if (21; : : : ; 2r)=(1; : : : ; r)
but n¿r + 2 and 2r+3¡k, which implies 2r+1 + 2r+2=r+2 + r+1=2i+ 2. So r+2 −
r+1=2t1(), 2r+1=r+1 + t1()− 1 and 2r+2=r+2− t1() + 1=r+1 + t1() + 1, that
is, 2=(t1()−1) and 1=(∗). By (18) we have
deg d(∗) (p)=degf(∗) (p)=degf(p)− 2t1()=degf(p)− (r+2 − r+1):
For any 1∈L−u+1[], if 1 = (∗), then 1≺ (∗), by (15), degf1(p)6degf(∗) (p)−2, so
deg d1(p)¡deg d(∗) (p), which leads to (24).
In a similar way, we can prove: (1) If r+1 − r=2t2(), then r + t2()=r+1 −
t2() and [∗]=(1; : : : ; r−1; r + t2(); r+1 − t2(); ks) is maximum in (L+u [];4)
and [∗]=r([∗])= ([∗]) is maximum in (L+u+1[];4). In this case, deg dL+u+1[](p)=
deg d[∗] (p)=degf[∗] (p)− 1=degf(p)− 2t2()− 1=degf(p)− (r+1− r)− 1. (2)
If r+1 − r=2t2() + 1, then r + t2() + 1=r+1 − t2() and [∗]=(1; : : : ; r−1; r +
t2(); r+1 − t2(); ks) is maximum in (L+u [];4) and [∗]=r([∗]) is maximum in
(L+u+1[];4). In this case, deg dL+u+1[](p)=deg d[∗] (p)=degf[∗] (p) + s − r. By (10),
f[∗] (p)ps−r=f[∗] (p)=〈mi([∗])〉=〈2〉pmi([∗]), so deg dL+u+1[](p)=degf[∗] (p) − 2=deg
f(p)− 2t2()− 2=degf(p)− (r+1 − r)− 1. In both cases (25) follows.
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4. Proof of Theorem 2
For any ∈L(n; k), de>ne ′′=(k n) − , i.e., ′′i =k − n−i+1; i=1; 2; : : : ; n, or
mj(′′)=mk−j(); j=0; 1; : : : ; k. Then → ′′ is an order-reversing map of L. In other
words, for any ; ∈L, 6 implies ′′6′′. We call ′′ the symmetry of . It is
well known that f(p)=f′′(p) (see e.g. [17, p. 188]). Set B′′={′′: ∈B}. Then
|B′′|p= |B|p.
Suppose n=r + s + 1¿2; k¿2 and u=sk + c, where 06c¡k. Let A be a subset
of Lu, B=∇(A)={∈Lu+1: ¿ for some ∈A}, TA=Lu\A and TB=Lu+1\B. It is
easy to verify that TA′′⊇∇( TB′′), and |Lu+1|p= |B|p+ | TB|p= |B|p+ | TB′′|p= |Lnk−u−1|p and
|Lu|p= |A|p + | TA|p= |A|p + | TA′′|p= |Lnk−u|p. Thus we immediately have
|B|p
|A|p¿
|Lu+1|p
|Lu|p ⇔
| TA′′|p
| TB′′|p
¿
|Lnk−u|p
|Lnk−u−1|p : (26)
Let 4=(0r ; c; ks) and 5=(0r ; c + 1; ks) be the maximum elements of (Lu;4) and
(Lu+1;4), respectively. Then 5=(4)= (4), and Lu[4]=Lu and Lu+1[5]=Lu+1. By
(13), degf5(p)− degf4(p)=n− 1− 2mk(4)=r − s=deg |Lu+1|p − deg |Lu|p.
If 4∈A, then 5∈B, which implies that the maximum element 5′′ of Lnk−u−1 does
not belong to TB′′. Without loss of generality, we assume 4 ∈A. (If not, we can take
TB′′ as the A.)
Suppose ∈A such that deg |A|p=degf(p). Then ()∈B and
deg
|B|p
|A|p¿deg
f()(p)
f(p)
=n− 1− 2mk()=r + s− 2mk():
If mk()¡s, then deg |Lu+1|p=|Lu|p¡deg |B|p=|A|p, which completes our proof. If r=0
or c61, then mk()¡s since  = 4=(0r ; c; ks).
Now, we assume r¿0; c¿1 and mk()=s.
For any ∈B, de>ne Td(p)=f(p)ps−r − | −1()∩A|p, and for a subset N of
B, de>ne TdN (p)=
∑
∈N Td(p). Then A
0; A−; A+; A±; B0; B−; B+ and B± are
de>ned analogously to L0; L−, etc. From de>nition we see that |B0|pps−r= |A0|p,
TdB±(p)= |B±|pps−r − |A±|p and deg TdN (p)=deg dN (p) for N ⊆B−.
It is easy to see that
|B|p
|A|p ¿
|Lu+1|p
|Lu|p
⇔ps−r(|B0|p + |B±|p)(|L0u|p + |L±u |p)
¿ps−r(|A0|p + |A±|p)(|L0u+1|p + |L±u+1|p)
⇔ps−r|B0|p|L±u |p + ps−r|B±|p|L0u|p + ps−r|B±|p|L±u |p
¿ps−r|A0|p|L±u+1|p + ps−r|A±|p|L0u+1|p + ps−r|A±|p|L±u+1|p
⇔ |A0|p|L±u |p + ( TdB±(p) + |A±|p)|L0u|p + ( TdB±(p) + |A±|p)|L±u |p
¿ |A0|p(dL±u+1(p) + |L
±
u |p) + |A±|p|L0u|p + |A±|p(dL±u+1(p) + |L
±
u |p)
⇔ TdB±(p)|Lu|p ¿ |A|pdL±u+1(p); (27)
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⇔ |Lu|p( TdB+(p) + TdB−(p))¿|A|p(dL+u+1(p) + dL−u+1(p)): (28)
We >rst prove
|Lu|p TdB+(p)¿|A|pdL+u+1(p): (29)
Recall that deg |A|p=degf(p), where =(1; : : : ; r+1; ks) = 4. Then r¿0 and r+1
¡c. If [∗]∈A, then [∗]=r([∗])∈B+ and deg TdB+(p)¿deg d[∗] (p). By Lemma 9,
deg d[∗] (p)=degf(p)−(r+1−r)−1 and deg dL+u+1(p)=degf4(p)−c−1. Therefore,
deg(|Lu|p TdB+(p))¿ degf4(p) + degf(p)− (r+1 − r)− 1
¿ deg |A|p + degf4(p)− c − 1=deg (|A|pdL+u+1(p)): (30)
If [∗] ∈A, then there is an index j0; 06j0¡t2(), such that [ j0]∈A but [ j0+1] ∈A.
From  ([ j0+1])=[ j0+1]=(1; : : : ; r + j0 + 1; r+1 − j0; ks)¿(1; : : : ; r + j0; r+1 −
j0; ks)=[ j0] it follows that [ j0+1]∈B and Td[ j0+1] (p)=f[ j0+1] (p)ps−r¿d[∗] (p), which
implies (30) again. Since |Lu|p TdB+(p) is positive (29) follows from (30).
If deg TdB−(p)¡deg TdB+(p), then (28) follows from (10). It is not di6cult to see
from (13) that B−=∅ if s=0. We now assume s¿0 and deg TdB−(p)¿deg TdB+(p) and
proceed to prove that
|Lu|p TdB−(p)¿|A|pdL−u+1(p): (31)
Let 2∈A− such that deg Td1(p)= deg TdB−(p), where 1= (2). Then 2r+1¡2r+2. Set
1{1}=r+2(2) if 2r+2¡k. Then 1{1}∈B. If  −1(1{1})∩A = ∅, we let 2{1} denote the
maximum element of it and set 1{2}=r+2(2{1}) if 2
{1}
r+2¡k. Repeat this process until
we have 2{t}∈A such that  −1(1{t+1})∩A=∅ or 2{t}r+2=k. In the former case, we have
deg TdB−(p)¡deg TdB+(p), which contradicts our assumption. In the latter case, we write
2{t}=3=(31; : : : ; 3r+1; ks). Then 2∈Lu[3]. Lemma 9 implies that
deg d1(p)6degf3(p)− (3r+2 − 3r+1)=degf3(p)− k + 3r+1:
Since 3 = 4, 3r¿0 and 3r+1¡c. So
deg TdB−(p)=deg d1(p)6degf3(p)− k + 3r+1¡deg |A|p − k + c;
which implies that
deg (|Lu|p TdB−(p))¡ degf4(p) + deg |A|p − k + c
= deg(|A|pdL−u+1(p)): (32)
Since |A|pdL−u+1(p) is negative (31) follows from (32).
The proof is complete.
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